INTRODUCTION
We are living in the age of big data, advanced analytics, and data science. The trend of "big data growth" [Laney 2001; CSC 2012; Beyer and Laney 2012; McKinsey 2011; Vesset et al. 2012] , or "data deluge" [Hey and Trefethen 2003] , has not only triggered tremendous hype and buzz, but more importantly presents enormous challenges that in turn bring incredible innovation and economic opportunities. Big data has attracted intensive and growing attention, initially from giant private data-oriented enterprise and lately from major governmental organizations and academic institutions. Typical examples include large data-centric projects in Google, Facebook, and IBM, and strategic initiatives in the United Nations [UN 2010; USNSF 2012] , EU [Commission 2014] , and China [Government 2015] .
From the disciplinary development perspective, recognition of the significant challenges, opportunities, and values of big data is fundamentally reshaping the traditional data-oriented scientific and engineering fields. It is also reshaping those nontraditional data engineering domains such as social science, business, and management [Yiu 2012; Labrinidis and Jagadish 2012; Chen et al. 2012; Khan et al. 2014] . This reshaping and paradigm shifting is driven not just by data itself but all other aspects that could be created, transformed, and/or adjusted by understanding, exploring, and utilizing data.
The preceding trend and its potential have triggered new debate about data-intensive scientific discovery as a new paradigm, the so-called "fourth science paradigm," which unifies experiment, theory, and computation (corresponding to "empirical" or "experimental," "theoretical," and "computational" science) [Gray 2007; Hey et al. 2009] . Data is regarded as the new Intel Inside [O'Reilly 2005] , or the new oil and strategic asset, and drives or even determines the future of science, technology, the economy, and possibly everything in our world today and tomorrow.
In 2005 in Sydney, we were asked a critical question at a brainstorming meeting about data science and data analytics by several local industry representatives from major analytics software vendors: "Information science has been there for so long, why do we need data science?" Related fundamental questions often discussed in the community include "What is data science?" [Loukides 2012] , and "Is data science old wine in new bottles?" [Agarwal and Dhar 2014] . Data science and relevant topics have become the key concern in panel discussions at conferences in statistics, data mining, and machine learning, and more recently in big data, advanced analytics, and data science. Typical topics such as "grand challenges in data science," "data-driven discovery," and "data-driven science" have frequently been visited and continue to attract wide and increasing attention and debate. These questions are mainly posted from research and disciplinary development perspectives; while there are many other important questions, such as those relating to data economy and competency, these perspectives are less well considered in the conferences referred to previously.
A fundamental trigger for the preceding questions and many others not mentioned here is the exploration of new or more complex challenges and opportunities [Jagadish et al. 2014; Cao 2010a Cao , 2016b Khan et al. 2014] in data science and engineering. Such challenges and opportunities apply to existing fields, including statistics and mathematics, artificial intelligence, and other relevant disciplines and domains that have never been addressed, or have not been adequately addressed, in the classic methodologies, theories, systems, tools, applications, and economy of relevant areas. Such challenges and opportunities cannot be effectively accommodated by the existing body of knowledge and capability set without the development of a new discipline. On the other hand, data science is at a very early stage and is engendering enormous hype and even bewilderment; issues and possibilities that are unique to data science and big data analytics are not clear, specific, or certain. Different views, observations, and explanations-some of them controversial-have thus emerged from a wide range of perspectives.
There is no doubt, nevertheless, that the potential of data science and analytics to enable data-driven theory, economy, and professional development is increasingly being recognized. This involves not only core disciplines such as computing, informatics, and statistics, but also the broad-based fields of business, social science, and health/medical science. Although very few people today would ask the question we were asked 10 years ago, a comprehensive and in-depth understanding of what data science is, and what can be achieved with data science and analytics research, education, and economy [Cao 2017] , has yet to be commonly agreed.
Motivated by the preceding concerns and observations, this article shares the findings from a comprehensive survey of the journey from statistics and data analysis to data science. It constructs an overview of data science as a field in terms of its research, inspired today's significant move to the comprehensive exploration of scientific content and development.
The evolutionary journey from data analysis [Huber 2011 ] to data science started in the statistics and mathematics community in 1962. It was stated that "data analysis is intrinsically an empirical science" [Tukey 1962 ].
2 Typical original work on promoting data processing included information processing [Morrell 1968] and exploratory data analysis [Tukey 1977] . It was suggested that more emphasis needed to be placed on using data to suggest suitable hypotheses to test. This contributed to the later term of "data-driven discovery" in 1989 [KDD89 1989 ]. In 2001, an action plan was suggested in Cleveland [2001] that would expand the technical areas of statistics toward data science.
Playing a major role in statistics, descriptive analytics (also called descriptive statistics in the statistics community) [Stewart and McMillan 1987] quantitatively summarizes or describes the characteristics and measurements of a data sample or set. Today, descriptive analytics forms the foundation for the default analytical and reporting tasks and tools in typical data analysis and business intelligence projects and systems.
Our understanding of the roles of data analysis in those early years extended beyond data exploration and processing to the aspiration to "convert data into information and knowledge" in 1977 [IASC 1977 ]. More than 20 years later, this desire fostered the origin of the currently popular community of the ACM SIGKDD conference, specifically the first workshop on Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD for short) with IJCAI'1989 [KDD89 1989 . In KDD and other data mining conferences, "data-driven discovery" was adopted as one of the key themes of these events. Since then, key terms such as "data mining," "knowledge discovery" [Fayyad et al. 1996] , and data analytics [Renae 2011 ] have been increasingly recognized not only in computer science but also in other areas and disciplines. Data mining and knowledge discovery is the process of discovering hidden and interesting knowledge from data. Today, in addition to the well-recognized events KDD, ICML, NIPS, and JSM, many regional and international conferences and workshops on data analysis and learning have been created. The latest development is the creation of global and regional conferences on data science, especially the IEEE International Conference on Data Science and Advanced Analytics [DSAA 2014] . DSAA has received joint support from IEEE, ACM, and the American Statistics Association, in addition to industry sponsorship. The preceding efforts have ostensibly made data science the fastest growing and most popular computing, statistics, and interdisciplinary communities.
The development of data mining, knowledge discovery, and machine learning, together with the original data analysis and descriptive analytics from the statistical perspective, forms the general concept of "data analytics." The initial data analysis focused on processing data. Data analytics is the multidisciplinary science of quantitatively and qualitatively examining data for the purpose of drawing new conclusions or insights (exploratory or predictive), or for extracting and proving (confirmatory or fact-based) hypotheses about that information for decision-making and action.
Analytics has also become more business oriented [Kohavi et al. 2002] . It now extends to a variety of data and domain-specific analytical tasks, such as business analytics, risk analytics, behavior analytics [Cao et al. 2012] , social analytics, and web analytics (also generally termed "X-analytics"). Domain-specific analytics fundamentally drives the innovation and application of data science. Both domain-specific and data-specific analytics and theoretical data analytics have together formed the keystone of data science. Figure 1 summarizes the data science journey. It presents the evolution in terms of representative moments, events and major aspects of disciplinary development, government initiatives, scientific agendas, typical socioeconomic events, and education.
Online Search Interest Trends
According to Google Trends [Google 2016d ], the online search interest over time in "data science" is similar to the interest in "data analytics," but is 50%-100% less than the interest in "big data." However, the historical search interest in data science and analytics is roughly double the interest shown in big data about 10 years ago. Compared to the smooth growth of interest in data science and analytics, the interest in big data has experienced a more rapid increase since 2012. When we googled "data science," 83.8M records were returned, compared to 365M on "big data," and 81.8M on "data analytics."
Although they do not reflect the full picture, the Google search results in the last 10 years, shown in Figure 2 , indicate the following: (1) Data science, data analysis, and data analytics have much richer histories and stronger disciplinary foundations than big data. (2) The significant boom in big data has been fundamentally business related, while data science has been highly linked with research and innovation. (3) Data analysis has always been a top concern, although search interest has been flattened and diversified into other hot topics, including big data, data science, and data analytics. (4) Interestingly, the word "advanced analytics" has received much less attention than all other terms, reflecting the fact that knowledge of, and interest in, more general terms like data analytics is greater than it is for more specific terms such as advanced analytics. (5) Compared to 10 years ago, scrutiny of the search trends in the past 4 years would find that big data has seen significantly increasing interest from 2012 to 2015 and then less movement; however, the interest in data science and data analytics has consistently increased, although it has grown at a much lower rate (some one-third of big data). Data analysis has maintained a relatively stable attraction to searchers during these 10 years.
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What Is Data Science
The art of data science [Graham 2012 ] has attracted increasing interest from a wide range of domains and disciplines. Accordingly, communities or proposers from diverse backgrounds, with contrasting aspirations, have presented very different views or foci. Some examples are that data science is the new generation of statistics, is a consolidation of several interdisciplinary fields, or is a new body of knowledge. Data science also has implications for providing capabilities and practices for the data profession, or for generating business strategies.
Statisticians have had much to say about data science, since it is they who actually created the term "data science" and promoted the upgrading of statistics to data science as a broader discipline. This is reflected in a series of earlier actions, such as the following.
-Jeff Wu questioned in 1997 whether "Statistics = Data Science?" and suggested that statistics should be renamed "data science" and statisticians should be known as "data scientists" [Wu 1997 ]. The intention was to shift the focus of statistics from "data collection, modeling, analysis, problem understanding/resolving, decision making" to future directions on "large/complex data, empirical-physical approach, representation and exploitation of knowledge." -William S. Cleveland suggested in 2001 that it would be appropriate to alter the statistics field to data science and "to enlarge the major areas of technical work of the field of statistics" by looking to computing and partnering with computer scientists [Cleveland 2001 ]. -Leo Breiman suggested in 2001 that it was necessary to "move away from exclusive dependence on data models (in statistics) and adopt a more diverse set of tools" such as algorithmic modeling, which treats the data mechanism as unknown [Breiman 2001 ]. -In 2015, a statement about the role of statistics in data science was released by a number of ASA leaders [van Dyk et al. 2015] , saying that "statistics and machine learning play a central role in data science." Many other relevant discussions are available in AMSTATNEWS [ASA 2015] and IMS [Yu 2014] .
A large proportion of the conceptual arguments are derived from the data-centric view. For example, data-driven science is mainly interpreted in terms of the reuse of open data [Murray-Rust 2007; OECD 2007] ; data science comprises the numbers of our lives [Miller 2013 ]; or data science enables the creation of data products [Loukides 2011 [Loukides , 2012 . In Jagadish [2015] , six myths were discussed: (1) size is all that matters, (2) the central challenge of big data is that of devising new computing architectures and algorithms, (3) analytics is the central problem of big data, (4) data reuse is low hanging fruit, (5) data science is the same as big data, and (6) big data is all hype. This illustrates the constituents of the ecosystem, but also shows the divided views within the communities.
Intensive discussions have taken place within the research and academic community about creating data science as an academic discipline [Smith 2006 ]. This involves not only statistics, but also a multidisciplinary body of knowledge that includes computing, communication, management, and decision. The concept of data science is correspondingly defined from the perspective of disciplinary and course development: for example, treating data science as a mixture of statistics, mathematics, computer science, graphic design, data mining, human-computer interaction, and information visualization [Yau 2009 ].
Next, we present several definitions of data science from high-level and disciplinary perspectives, building on the observations and insights we have gained from this review and relevant experience.
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Definition 2.1 (Data Science 1 ). A high-level statement is: "data science is the science of data" or "data science is the study of data." Definition 2.2 (Data Science 2 ). From the disciplinary perspective, data science is a new interdisciplinary field that synthesizes and builds on statistics, informatics, computing, communication, management, and sociology to study data and its environments (including domains and other contextual aspects, such as organizational and social aspects) in order to transform data to insights and decisions by following a data-to-knowledge-to-wisdom thinking and methodology.
Accordingly, a discipline-based data science formula is given as follows:
where "|" means "conditional on."
The outputs of data science are data products [Loukides 2011 [Loukides , 2012 . We define data products next.
Definition 2.3 (Data Products).
A data product is a deliverable from data, or is enabled or driven by data, and can be a discovery, prediction, service, recommendation, decision-making insight, thinking, model, mode, paradigm, tool, or system. The ultimate data products of value are knowledge, intelligence, wisdom, and decision.
The preceding definition of data product goes beyond technical product-based types and forms in the business and economic domain, such as social network platforms like Facebook, recommender systems like Netflix, and mobile apps like Uber. Data science enables us to explore new data-driven or data-enabled personalized, organizational, educational, ethical, societal, cultural, economic, political, cyber-physical forms, modes, paradigms, innovations, directions, and ecosystems, or even thinking, strategies, and policies. For example, there is a good possibility that large-scale data will enable and enhance the transfer of subjective autonomy to objective autonomy, beneficence, and justice in the social sciences [Fairfielda and Shteina 2014] . It can enable the discovery of indicators like Google Flu [Lazer et al. 2014 ] that may not be readily predicted by domain-driven hypothesis and professionals.
These platforms deliver data products in various forms, ways, channels, and domains that are fundamentally transforming our academic, industrial, governmental, and socioeconomic life and world. With the development of data science and engineering theories and technologies, new data products will be created. This creation is likely to take place at a speed and to an extent that greatly exceeds our imagination and thinking, as shown in the evolution of Internet-based products and artificial intelligence systems.
THE ERA OF DATA SCIENCE
In this section, we summarize the main characteristics of data science-related government initiatives, disciplinary development, economy, and profession, as well as activities in these fields, and the progress made to date. Datafication [Ayankoya et al. 2014] , the Quantified Self (QS) [Swan 2013; Clay 2013; Wolf 2012; Duncan 2009; Smarr 2012; Fawcett 2016] , initiatives by governments and research institutions, and open data are discussed as the key drivers of the era of big data and data science.
Datafication and Data Quantification
Data is ubiquitous because datafication [Ayankoya et al. 2014] and data quantification are ubiquitous. In addition to the commonly seen data transactions acquired from business and operational information systems, increasingly popular and widespread datafication and data quantification systems and services are significantly strengthening the data deluge and big data realm. Such systems and services include but are not limited to wearables, Internet of Things (IoT), mobile, and social applications.
As we have seen and can predict, datafication and data quantification take place at any time and any place by anybody in any form in any way in a nontraditional manner, extent, depth, variety, and speed.
-Quantification timing: anytime quantification, from working to studying, day-to-day living, relaxing, enjoying entertainment, and socializing; -Quantification places: anyplace quantification, from biological systems to physical, behavioral, emotional, cognitive, cyber, environmental, cultural, economic, sociological, and political systems and environments; -Quantification bodies: anybody quantification, from selves to others, connected selves, exoselves [Kelly 2012 ] and the world, and from individuals to groups, organizations, and societies; -Quantification forms: anyform quantification, from observation to drivers, from objective to subjective, from physical to philosophical, from explicit to implicit, and from qualitative to quantitative forms and aspects; -Quantification ways: anysource quantification, such as sources and tools that include information systems, digitalization, sensors, surveillance and tracking systems, the IoT, mobile devices and applications, social services and network platforms, and wearable [Viseu and Suchman 2010] and Quantified Self (QS) devices and services; and -Quantification speed: anyspeed quantification, from static to dynamic, from finite to infinite, and from incremental to exponential generation of data objects, sets, warehouses, lakes, and clouds.
Examples of fast developing quantification areas are the health and medical domains. We are datafying both traditional medical and health care data and "omics" data (genomics, proteomics, microbiomics, metabolomics, etc.) and increasingly overwhelming QS-based tracking data [Swan 2013 ] on personal, family, group, community, and/or cohort levels.
Data Initiatives by Governments
To effectively understand and utilize everywhere data, data DNA, and its potential, increasing numbers of regional and global government initiatives [Security 2015] are being introduced at different levels and on different scales in this age of big data and data science to promote data science research, innovation, funding support, policy making, industrialization, and economy. [Government 2015 ] are aimed at boosting the development of big data research and applications, to "set up an overall coordination mechanism for big data development and application, speed up the establishment of relevant rules, and encourage cooperation between the government, enterprises and institutions." China has also set up a national strategic plan for the IoT and big data [Government 2015] . Many states and cities in China have launched national big data strategies and action plans for big data and cloud computing [CBDIO 2016; Agency 2016] , such as in Beijing [Government 2016 ]. Probably, a very early example in China was the Luoyang City-sponsored consulting project in 2011, for which we developed a strategic plan for the City's industrial transformation to a "data industry" [Cao 2011 ]. [Dorr et al. 2015] , and in 2013, the US National Consortium for Data Science was established [USD2D 2016].
The Scientific Agenda of Data Science
An increasing number of new scientific initiatives, activities, and programs have been created by governments, research institutions, and educational institutions to promote data science as a new field of science.
The original scientific agenda of data science has been driven by both government initiatives and academic recommendations. This was built on the strong promotion of converting statistics to data science, and blending statistics with computing science in the statistics community [Wu 1997; Cleveland 2001; Iwata 2008; Hardin et al. 2015; Hand 2015; Diggle 2015; Graham 2012; Finzer 2013] . Today, many regional and global initiatives have been taken in data science research, disciplinary development, and education, as strategic matters and agenda in the digital era. Several examples are given as follows.
-In Australia, a Go8 report [Brown 2009 ] suggested the incorporation of data as a keystone in K-12 education through statistics and science by such methods as creating data games for children. -In China, the Ministry of Science and Technology very recently announced the establishment of national key labs in big data research as part of a strategic national agenda [CMIST 2016 ]. -In the EU, the HLSG report "Riding the Wave" [HLSG 2010 ] and "The Data Harvest" [HLSG 2014 ] urged the European Commission to implement the vision of creating "scientific e-infrastructure that supports seamless access, use, re=use, and trust of data" and foster the development of data science university programs and discipline. -In the United States, a National Science Board report [NSB 2005] recommended that the National Science Foundation (NSF) "should evaluate in an integrated way the impact of the full portfolio of programs of outreach to students and citizens of all ages that are 'or could be' implemented through digital data collections." Different roles and responsibilities were discussed for individuals and institutions, including data authors, users, managers, and scientists as well as funding agencies. The report [CSNSTC 2009 ] from the US Committee on Science of the National Science and Each of these supports theoretical, basic, and applied data science research and development in big data and analytics through respective scientific foundations, hightech programs, and domain-specific funds such as heath and medical funds. Significant investment has been made to create even faster high-performance computers.
Many universities and institutions have either established or are creating research centers or institutes in data science, analytics, big data, cloud computing, and IoT. 
Data Science Disciplinary Development
In contrast to big data that has been driven by data-oriented business and private enterprise, researchers and scientists also play a driving role in the data science agenda. Migrating from the original push in the statistics communities, various disciplines have been involved in promoting the disciplinary development of data science. This involves the disciplinary structure, intrinsic challenges and directions, course structure and curriculum design, and qualifications for next-generation data scientists [Cao 2016b [Cao , 2016c [Cao , 2016d .
In Borne et al. [2010] , the authors highlight the need to train the next generation of specialists and nonspecialists to derive intelligent understanding from the increased vastness of data from the Universe, "with data science as an essential competency" in astronomy education "within two contexts: formal education and lifelong learners." The aim is to manage "a growing gap between our awareness of that information and our understanding of it." In several researches [Fox and Hendler 2014; Bailer et al. 2012; Rudin et al. 2014; Anderson et al. 2014; Baumer 2015; Bussaban and Waraporn 2015] , discussions focus on the needs, variations, and addenda of data science-oriented subjects for undergraduate and postgraduate students majoring in mathematics and computing. Case studies of relevant subjects at seven institutions were introduced in Hardin et al. [2015] , with the syllabi collected in Hardin [2016] .
In addition to the promotion activities in core analytics disciplines such as statistics, mathematics, computing, and artificial intelligence, the extended recognition and undertaking of domain-specific data science seems to repeat the evolutionary history of the computer and computer-based applications. Data science is warmly embraced by more and more disciplines and domains in which it was traditionally irrelevant, such as law, history, and even nursing [Clancy et al. 2014] . Its core driving forces come from data-intensive and data-rich areas such as astronomy [Borne et al. 2010 [Siart et al. 2015] , media and entertainment [Gold et al. 2013] , Supply Chain Management (SCM) [Hazena et al. 2014] and SCM predictive analytics [Schoenherr and Speier-Pero 2015] , advanced hierarchical/multiscale materials Gupta et al. 2015] , and cyberinfrastructure [NSF 2007] . The era of data science presents significant interdisciplinary opportunities [Rudin et al. 2014] , as evidenced by the transformation from traditional statistics and computing-independent research to cross-disciplinary data-driven discovery combining statistics, mathematics, computing, informatics, sociology, and management. Data science drives the disciplinary shift of Artificial Intelligence (AI) from its origins in logics, reasoning, and planning-driven machine intelligence to metasynthesizing ubiquitous X-intelligenceenabled complex intelligent systems and services [Qian 1991; Qian et al. 1993; Cao et al. 2009; Cao 2015b] .
A very typical inter-, multi-, and cross-disciplinary evolutionary trend is the adoption and adaptation of data-driven discovery and science in classic disciplines from an informatics perspective. This has resulted in the phenomenon of X-informatics for transforming and reforming the body of knowledge. Typical examples include astroinformatics, behavior informatics [Cao 2010b; Cao and Yu 2012] , bioinformatics, biostatistics, brain informatics, health informatics, medical informatics, and social informatics, to name a few [Wikipedia 2016b ]. Hence, it is not surprising to see courses and subjects being offered in specific areas such as biomedical informatics, healthcare informatics, and even urban informatics. [UTS 2011; WIRED 2014] , more than 150 universities and institutions have now either created or are planning courses in data science, big data, and analytics [Silk 2016 ]. The majority of these course initiatives focus on training postgraduate specialists and certificate-based trainees in business disciplines, followed by the disciplines of computer science and statistics.
Several repositories [Silk 2016; DSC 2016a; Github 2016a; Classcentral 2016; US-DSC 2016 ] collect information about courses and subjects related to analytics, data science, information systems and management, statistics, and decision science. For example, according to DSC [2016a] and Github [2016a] , there are currently about 500 general or specific subjects or courses that relate to data analytics, information processing, data mining, and machine learning, of which 78% are offered in the United States. Seventy-two percent are offered at Master's level, with only 7% at bachelor level, and 3.6% at doctoral level. About 30% are online courses. From the disciplinary perspective, some 43% of courses specifically encompass "Analytics," compared to 18% on "Data Science" and only 9% on "Statistics," Approximately 40% focus on business and social science aspects. In Classcentral [2016] , 138 courses and subjects are available. A number of US programs are listed in USDSC [2016] , most being created in business and management disciplines.
More than 85% of courses [DSC 2016a ] cover a broad scope of big data, analytics, and data science and engineering. Some courses only offer training in very specific technical skills, capabilities, and technologies, such as artificial intelligence, data mining, predictive analytics, machine learning, visualization, business intelligence, computational modeling, cloud computing, information quality, and analytics practices. It is very rare to find courses that are dedicated to analytics project management and communication skill training [Faris et al. 2011] , although several courses on decision science are offered. Online data science courses significantly complement traditional education and typically offer a successful Internet-based data business model. The corporate training market has seen increasing competition as vendors and universities invest more resources in this area: the SAS training courses are one such example. Online courses such as those offered as a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) and by open universities are quickly feeding the market.
Today, an increasing number of courses are offered in the MOOC mode [Fox et al. 2015; Boyer et al. 2015] , such as through Class Central [Classcentral 2016; Coursera 2016] , edX [Edx 2016; Udacity 2016 ] and Udemy [Udemy 2016 ]. The MOOC model is fundamentally changing the way courses are offered by utilizing online, distributed, and open data, curriculum development resources and expertise, and delivery channels and services. Course development technologies such as Google Course Builder [Google 2016c ] and Open edX [OPENedX 2016 ] are used to create online courses and their operations.
Most of the available courses focus on classic subjects; in particular, statistics, data mining, machine learning, prediction, business intelligence, information management, and database management. New programming languages including R and Python, and cloud infrastructure MapReduce and Hadoop are highlights in these courses. Techniques related to off-the-shelf software and tools are often emphasized. Very few subjects are specified for advanced analytics, real-life analytics practices, communication, project management, and decision support. An increasing number of courses are created to address domain-specific demands, such as incorporating statistics, business analytics, web, and social network analytics into SCM predictive analytics [Schoenherr and Speier-Pero 2015] .
New Data Economy and Industry Transformation
The recognition of the values and potential of data science and analytics and its rapid growth have also been driven and promoted by the evolution of a new data economy and industry transformation, such as large private data enterprise. The advancement of data science and big data analytics is conversely significantly influencing and driving the development of a new data economy, industry transformation, and increase in productivity. This wave of data economy upgrading and industry transformation features the revolution of advanced artificial intelligence-enabled technologies and businesses, and the complementary advances in AI and the AI-driven data economy are largely propelled by data science and analytics. They include inventing, commercializing, and applying infrastructures, tools, systems, services, applications, and consultations for managing, discovering, and utilizing deep data intelligence and synthesizing X-intelligences and X-complexities [Cao 2016b] .
A typical indicator is the 2010 IBM Global CEO study, from which the resultant report [IBM 2010 ] draws the following conclusions: "Yet the emergence of advanced technologies like business analytics can help uncover previously hidden correlations and patterns, and provide greater clarity and certainty when making many business decisions." To manage the increasing complexity, the CEOs in this study believe that "a better handle on information and mastery of analytics to predict consequences of decisions could go a long way in reducing uncertainty and in forging answers that are both swift and right." This leads to their desire to "translate data into insight into action that creates business results" and to "take advantage of the benefits of analytics."
Today, it can safely be said that data science has enabled the so-called "new economy" as evidenced by large private enterprises such as Facebook, Google, and Alibaba. This new data economy is data product-based and data technology-driven. An increasing number of organizations recognize the value of data as a strategic asset and invest in building infrastructure, resources, talent, and teams to support enterprise innovation, and to create differentiators that will lift competition and productivity. Leading Internet-based data-driven businesses [Dhar 2013 ], such as Google, Facebook, SAS, Alibaba, Baidu, and Tencent, have overtaken traditional enterprise giants.
Classic manufacturing-focused and core business-oriented companies, including IBM, Intel [Stonebraker et al. 2013] , and Huawei, have also all launched corresponding initiatives and strategic actions for big data, IoT, and/or cloud computing, and are pursuing the strategy of data product-based transformation, productivity growth, and innovation. Data science has been their new innovation engine for productivity and competition upgrade. Core businesses, including banks, capital market firms, telecommunication service providers, and insurance companies, are leading the way in datafying, quantifying, analyzing, and using data. It is encouraging to see that other traditional business sectors, such as agriculture, tourism, retail, property, and education, are also investing in data analytics to transform their productivity and competitive advantage.
Many new start-ups and spin-offs have emerged rapidly in recent years and have focused on data-based business, products, and services. This is reflected in a fast-evolving big data landscape [BDL 2016a ], which covers data sources and API, infrastructure, analytics, cross-infrastructure/analytics, open source initiatives, and applications. Every year, this changing landscape sees significant, swift growth. As a result of datafication and data quantification, new platforms, products, applications, services, and economic models such as Spark and Cloudera have quickly emerged in analytics and big data.
Data Professional Community Formation
The growth and recognition of an emerging field can be effectively measured in terms of the formation width, depth, and speed of its professional communities. The data science and analytics community is growing incredibly quickly.
The first indicator is the emergence of dedicated publication venues in this area. The second indicator can be found in the creation of a data science community that is significantly enhanced by conferences, workshops, and forums dedicated to the promotion of data science and analytics. There are also many well-established venues that either focus on specific aspects such as KDD and ICML or have adjusted their previous nondata and/or analytics focus, such as the traditional AI conferences IJCAI and AAAI.
-The first conference to adopt "data science" as a topic was the 1996 IFCS Conference on Data Science, Classification, and Related Methods [IFSC-96 1996] , which included papers on general data analysis issues. [Kaggle 2016] , and the VAST challenge [Vast 2016 ] for visual analytics, to name a few.
DATA ANALYTICS: A KEYSTONE OF DATA SCIENCE
In the age of analytics, what is to be analyzed, what constitutes the analytics spectrum for understanding data, and what form the paradigm shift of analytics takes are critical questions to be answered. We address these issues in this section.
Data and analytics form a comprehensive map that covers -the whole lifecycle of the data from the past to the present and the future, -the analytics from explicit (known) analytics and reactive understanding to implicit (unknown) analytics and proactive early prediction and intervention, and -the journey from data exploration (by descriptive and predictive analytics) to the delivery of actionable insights and decisions through prescriptive analytics and actionable knowledge delivery ].
Data-to-Insight-to-Decision Whole-of-Life Analytics
As shown in Figure 3 , the data-to-insight-to-decision transfer at different time periods and analytic stages is embodied along the whole-of-life analytics. This can be further represented in terms of a variety of analytics goals (G) and approaches (A) to achieve the data-to-decision goal.
-Past data: the main focus of historical analytics is to explore "what happened" in the data and business, and to gain insights into "how and why it happened" through "we know what we do not know" with alerts generated about suspicious events, or interesting groups or patterns presented in the data and business. The insights are extracted for decision-making purposes, such as real-time risk management and intervention, to address the question "what are the key driving factors?" -Future data: predictive analytics is undertaken to investigate "what will happen" in the future, and to achieve insights into "how and why it will happen" by estimating the occurrence of future events, grouping, and patterns. The aim of this stage is to solve the problem that "we do not know what we do not know" by achieving proactive understanding, forecasting and prediction, and early prevention. -Actionable decision: prescriptive analytics and actionable knowledge delivery are undertaken to investigate "what best action to take" to interpret findings from the past, present, or future data. This achieves insights into "what is the next best action" and enables the corresponding optimal actions and recommendations to be undertaken based on the findings. The aim of this stage is to solve the problem of "how to actively and optimally manage the problems identified" by making optimal recommendations and actionable interventions.
Explicit-to-Implicit Analytics Evolution
As discussed in Section 2, the last four decades have seen the transfer of data analysis on small and simple data, along with hypothesis testing, to data analytics on large and complex data for hypothesis-free knowledge and insight discovery. Today, the significance and innovation of analytics are better recognized than at any previous time. Correspondingly, a critical question to ask is What is the conceptual map and evolution of data analytics? Figure 4 shows a high-level conceptual view of the spectrum and evolution of analytical components and tasks in terms of two major dimensions.
-Dimension 1: Levels of visibility, automation, and state-of-the-art capabilities: that is, the level of data and analytics complexity that is visible to users, the level of automated data analytics, and the level of available capability to handle the complexity and support the automation. With the upgrading of analytics, the visibility of data and analytics becomes lower and the level of automated data analytics is lower too. As data complexity increases, the available capability is weakened. The goal of analytics is to increase the visibility, automation, and capability levels of data understanding, production, and application. -Dimension 2: Degree of X-complexities, X-intelligence, and value: that is, the degree of data complexity and X-intelligence involved in data and analytics are increased with the movement from lower-level analytics to higher-level analytics. During this process, the level of learned intelligence and value resulting from the corresponding analytics is increased.
As shown in Figure 4 , there are many typical analytical approaches and components that may be involved in executing analytics tasks. They include reporting, statistical analysis, alerting, forecasting, predictive modeling, optimization, prescriptive analytics, and actionable knowledge delivery (delivering insights-based actions for business decision-making and operations) ]. The listed approaches may be used for nonanalytical purposes, and the corresponding analytical tasks may be addressed by nonanalytical approaches. An example is optimization, which may be used for analytics to select the best options as an analytics approach or may be achieved by findings from analytics approaches as an analytics objective. There may be different foci and connections between the listed analytics approaches. For example, forecasting may be used as an approach for prediction when it focuses on probabilistic estimates of possible futures, while prediction may involve broad techniques and objectives for estimating outcomes.
We also roughly categorize the multiple components and tasks in analytics evolution into two main eras from the perspective of the disciplinary development of analytics: -Era 1: The era of explicit analytics: which focuses on descriptive analytics. Typical analytics approaches consist of reporting, statistical analysis, alerting, and forecasting.
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Note that Figure 4 only shows an evolution path of the analytics family. It does not indicate the path of analytics within a specific organization that conducts and utilizes analytics. It does not indicate a linear path of analytics evolution either. Often, a backand-forth iterative approach is taken in an analytics team, and multiple analytics components may be involved in parallel for exploring multifaceted observations and understandings.
4.2.1. The Era of Explicit Analytics: Descriptive Analytics. Typical elements and tasks have in the past focused on explicit descriptive analysis and have the following features:
-Goal: we know what we know, and therefore aim to identify and describe the distribution, generation, and trends of data and business problems; -Nature of problem: similar to sighted people recognize an elephant, we know what is to be analyzed by hypothesis-based approaches, and for what purposes; -Approach: domain-driven analysis for which hypotheses are available from domainspecific knowledge and experts; data analysis tests such hypotheses, and the data verifies and explains the hypotheses; -Outcome: focused methods are available from mathematics and statistics as well as from computing. Such methods describe and present what has happened, is happening, or will happen in usually small or highly manipulated data.
The Era of Implicit Analytics: Deep Analytics.
The limitation of explicit analytics has recently been more widely recognized in the analytics community, such as in handling latent, uncertain, and non-IID data [Cao 2014 [Cao , 2015a . As a result, the focus has recently shifted to implicit analytics, and towars deep analytics. Deep analytics gains an in-depth understanding of why and how things have happened, are happening, or will happen. Such whys and hows cannot be addressed by descriptive analytics and can determine the next best or worst situation, as well as devise optimal intervention strategies.
-Goal: we do not know what we do not know, and therefore aim to gain a latent but genuine understanding of data and business problems from visible and invisible sources; -Nature of problem: similar to blind people recognize an elephant, we do not know what is to be analyzed, or even why and what we can obtain; -Approach: data-driven discovery by which interesting but hidden insights are learned from data; data creates a view invisible to us and explains the unseen reasons or indicators, to complement domain-driven hypotheses and observations; -Outcome: the focus is on gaining an in-depth, intrinsic, and complete understanding of invisible insights, knowledge and wisdom from data, behaviors, and environment about what has happened, is happening, or will happen in data and business. 
Descriptive-to-Predictive-to-Prescriptive Analytics Paradigm Shift
The paradigm shift from data analysis to data science constitutes the so-called "new paradigm" [Nelson 2009; Hey et al. 2009] , that is, data-driven discovery. The history of analytics from the spectrum and dynamics perspective spans two main eras of analytics, as shown in Figure 3 . Analytics practices have seen a significant paradigm shift across three major stages: (1) Stage 1: descriptive analytics and reporting, (2) Stage 2: We briefly discuss these three stages as follows.
-Stage 1: Descriptive analytics and business reporting: the major effort is on explicit analytics, which focuses on descriptive analytics and regular and ad hoc reporting. Limited effort is made on implicit analytics for hidden knowledge discovery, which is mainly achieved by using off-the-shelf tools and built-in algorithms. Business reports (often analytical reports) generated by dashboards and automated processes are the means for carrying findings from analytics to management. -Stage 2: Predictive analytics and business analytics: the major effort is on implicit analytics, which focuses on predictive modeling and business analytics (here business analytics refers to an in-depth understanding of business through deep analytics. Note that this meaning differs from the broad meaning widely adopted in business and management), with more effort being made to apply forecasting, data mining, and machine learning tools for business understanding and prediction. Patterns, scoring, and findings are presented through dashboards and analytical reports to management. -Stage 3: Prescriptive analytics and decision making: the major effort is on the delivery of recommended optimal (next best) actions for business decisions by discovering invisible knowledge and actionable insights from complex data, behavior, and environment. This is achieved by developing innovative and effective customized algorithms and tools to deeply and genuinely understand domain-specific data and business. Consequently, prescriptive decision-taking strategies, business rules, actions, and recommendations are disseminated to decision-makers for the purpose of taking corresponding actions. By contrast, relatively limited effort is made on explicit analytics since they are conducted through automated processes and systems.
During the paradigm shift (as shown in Figure 5 ), a significant decrease is seen in the effort made in routine explicit analytics, which is increasingly undertaken by automated analytics services. By contrast, a significant increase in effort is seen in implicit analytics and actionable knowledge delivery . The shift from a lower stage to a higher stage accommodates an increasingly higher degree of knowledge, intelligence, and value to an organization.
DATA INNOVATION: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
In this section, we summarize the major challenges and opportunities relating to data science in the relevant communities.
There are two ways of exploring major research challenges: one is to summarize the concerns of the relevant communities, and the other is to scrutinize the issues from the perspective of the intrinsic complexity and nature of data science problems as complex systems [Cao and Dai 2008; Cao 2015b] . The first approach summarizes the main topics and issues identified in the statistics [Chambers 1993; Wu 1997; van Dyk et al. 2015] , informatics, and computing [Rudin et al. 2014; Cao 2016b ] communities, vendors [Stonebraker et al. 2013 [UTSAAI 2011; NCSU 2007a ] that focus on data science and analytics. This can result in a picture of the main research challenges. The second approach is much more challenging. It requires us to explore the nature of complex data science problems, and the unknown space of the complexities and comprehensive intelligence in complex data systems. Figure 6 presents a comprehensive conceptual map of data science as a complex system. It summarizes some of the main challenges faced by the data science community in addressing big data complexities [Cao 2016b ]. We categorize the challenges facing domain-specific data applications and problems in terms of five major areas: -Challenges in data/business understanding: The challenges here are to identify, specify, represent, and quantify comprehensive complexities, known as X-complexities [Cao 2015b [Cao , 2016b ) and intelligence, known as X-intelligence [Cao 2015b [Cao , 2016b ). Such X-complexities and X-intelligence cannot be managed well by existing theories and techniques. However, they nonetheless exist and are embedded in domainspecific data and business problems. The issue is to understand in what form, at what level, and to what extent they exist, and to understand how the respective complexities and intelligence interact and integrate with one another. An in-depth understanding of X-complexities and X-intelligence would subsequently result in devising effective methodologies and technologies for incorporating them into data science tasks and processes. -Challenges in mathematical and statistical foundations: The challenges here are to discover and explore whether, how, and why existing theoretical foundations are insufficient, missing, and problematic in disclosing, describing, representing, and capturing the preceding complexities and intelligence and obtaining actionable insights. -Challenges in X-analytics and data/knowledge engineering: The challenge is to develop domain-specific analytic theories, tools, and systems that are not yet available in the body of knowledge. They will represent, discover, implement, and manage the relevant and resultant data, knowledge, and intelligence, and support the engineering of big data storage and management, behavior, and event processing. -Challenges in social issues: This challenge is to identify, specify, and respect social issues related to the domain-specific data and business understanding and data science processes, including processing and protecting privacy, security, and trust and enabling social issues-based data science tasks, which have not, so far, been handled well. -Challenges in data value, impact, and usability: This challenge is to identify, specify, quantify, and evaluate the value, impact, utility, and usability of domain-specific data that cannot be addressed by existing theories and systems, from technical, business, subjective, and objective perspectives. -Challenges in data-to-decision and actions: The challenge recognized here is the need to develop decision-support theories and systems that will enable data-driven decision generation, insight-to-decision transformation, as well as decision-making action generation, and data-driven decision management and governance. These cannot be managed by existing technologies.
The challenges in X-analytics and data/knowledge engineering involve many specific research issues that have not been properly addressed; for example: -Behavior and event processing: how to capture, store, model, match, query, visualize, and manage behaviors and events and their properties, behavior sequences/streams, and the impact and evolution of behaviors and events of individuals and groups in the physical world. -Data storage and management systems: how to design effective and efficient storage and management systems that can handle big data with high volume, velocity, and 43:24 L. Cao variety, and support real-time, online, and on-the-fly processing and analytics; and how to house such data in an Internet-based (including cloud) environment. -Data quality enhancement: how to handle both existing data quality issues, such as noise, uncertainty, missing values, and imbalance that may be present at very different levels due to the significantly increased scale, extent, and complexity of data. At the same time, how to handle new data quality issues emerging in the big data and Internet-based data/business environment, such as cross-organizational, cross-media, cross-cultural, and cross-economic mechanism data science problems. -Data modeling, learning, and mining: how to model, learn, analyze, and mine data that is embedded with comprehensive complexity and intelligence. -Deep analytics, learning, and discovery: how to discover unknown knowledge and intelligence hidden in the space D in Figure 1 (unknown complexities, knowledge, and intelligence; see Can and Fayyad [Cao 2016b ]) through inventing new theories and algorithms for implicit and deep analytics that cannot be handled by existing latent learning and descriptive and predictive analytics. Also, how to integrate data-driven and model-based problem-solving that balances common learning models/frameworks and domain-specific data complexity and intelligence-driven evidence learning. -Simulation and experimental design: how to simulate the complexity and intelligence, working mechanisms, processes, dynamics, and evolution in data and business, and how to design experiments and explore the subsequent impact if certain data-driven decisions and actions are undertaken in a business. -High-performance processing and analytics: how to support large-scale, real-time, online, high-frequency, Internet-based (including cloud-based) cross-organizational data processing and analytics while balancing local and global resource involvement and objectives. This requires new batch, array, memory, disk storage, and processing technologies and systems, and massive parallel processing and distributed/parallel and high-performance processing infrastructure, as well as cloud-based processing and storage. It also requires large and complex matrix calculation, mixed data structures and management systems, and data-to-knowledge management. -Analytics and computing architectures and infrastructure: how to facilitate the preceding tasks and processes by inventing efficient analytics and computing architectures and infrastructure based on memory, disk, cloud, and Internet-based resources and facilities. -Networking, communication, and interoperation: how to support the networking, communication, and interoperation between different data science roles in a distributed data science team and during the whole-of-cycle of data science problemsolving. This requires the distributed cooperative management of projects, data, goals, tasks, models, outcomes, workflows, task scheduling, version control, reporting, and governance.
Systematic and interdisciplinary approaches and methodologies are required to address the preceding issues in data science and analytics. These may involve developing a synergy of several research disciplines and areas, including data representation, preprocessing and preparation, information processing, parallel processing, distributed systems, high-performance computing, data management, data warehousing, cloud computing, evolutionary computation, neural networks, fuzzy systems, enterprise infrastructure, system architecture, communication and networking, integration and interoperation, machine learning, data modeling, analytics and mining, service computing, system simulation, experimental design, and evaluation. It may also involve business and social aspects, including industry transformation, enterprise information systems, business intelligence, business process management, project management, information security, trust and reputation, privacy processing, business impact modeling, business value, and utility evaluation [DSAA 2014; Cao 2016a] . Interdisciplinary initiatives are necessary to bridge the gaps between the respective disciplines, and to create new opportunities for the invention and development of new technologies, theories, and tools to address critical complexities in complex data science problems that cannot be addressed by singular disciplinary efforts.
DATA ECONOMY: DATA INDUSTRIALIZATION AND SERVICES
Data science and big data analytics have led to next-generation economy innovation, competition, and productivity [McKinsey 2011] , as shown by the rapidly updated Big Data Landscape [BDL 2016b ]. Significant new business opportunities and previously impossible prospects have become possible through the creation of data products, data economy, and data industrialization and services [Yiu 2012; CSC 2012; IBM 2016a; Loukides 2012] . In this section, we discuss such opportunities.
Data Industry
If data is viewed in the same way as oil, as the new international currency, then clearly the global economy is experiencing a revolutionary change from data poor to data rich and data-driven. On one hand, data industrialization creates new business, where companies, organizations, and even countries compete over how to best use data to create new data products. On the other hand, core businesses, including retail business and manufacturing, are giving way to a new economy that is centered on the data industry and digital economy. This is evidenced by the domination of data-enabled companies listed in the top 10 global companies, especially the largest data company, Google, and the largest Initial Public Offering Alibaba.
The data industry is taking shape and gaining significance as a driving force in the new global economy. Without loss of generality, Figure 7 illustrates those aspects in which new data business and the resultant areas of data business may grow. The main driving forces of the data industry come from the following six core areas: data/analytics design, data/analytics content, data/analytics software, data/analytics infrastructure, data/analytics services, and data/analytics education.
-Data/analytics design includes the invention of new methods and ways of designing and producing digital and data products, services, business models, engagement models, communication models, pricing modeling, economic forms, value-added data products/services, decision support systems, automation systems, and tools; -Data/analytics content includes acquiring, producing, maintaining, publicizing, disseminating, recommending, and presenting data-centered content through online, mobile, social media platforms, and other channels; -Data/analytics software refers to the creation of software, platforms, architectures, services, tools, systems, and applications that acquire, organize, manage, analyze, visualize, use, and present data for specific business and scientific purposes, and provide quality assurance to support these aspects; -Data/analytics infrastructure relates to creating infrastructure and devices for data storage, backup, server revenue, data centers, data management and storage, cloud, distributed, and parallel computing infrastructure, high-performance computing infrastructure, networking, communications, and security; -Data/analytics services focus on providing strategic and tactical thinking leadership, technical and practical consulting services, problem-oriented solutions and applications, outsourcing, and specific services for data auditing and quality enhancement, data collection, extraction, transformation and loading, recommendation, data center/infrastructure hosting, data analytics, and more; -Data/analytics education enables the building of corporate competency and training, as well as offering online/offline/degree-based courses, workshops, materials, and services that will allow the gaps in the supply of qualified data professionals to be filled, thus contributing to building and enhancing the community of this discipline.
The preceding six core data/analytics areas will see the growth of new data business in terms of the following core aspects and procedures: data storage and management, understanding, processing, optimization, value-added opportunities, transport and communication, servicing, and decision support.
The respective core data/analytics sectors and core procedures can be developed in any data-related sectors, especially data-intensive domains and sectors such as telecommunication, government, finance, banking, capital markets, lifestyle, and education. Core business including manufacturing and living business will see increased opportunities for better collection, management, and use of data. Analytics will be undertaken to improve productivity, effectiveness, and efficiency, and create new valueadded growth in the economy.
Interestingly, as we have seen, the data economy occupies the top 10 largest capital entities. The data industry continues to create new business models, products, services, operationalization modes, and workforce models. Data economy will further change the way we live, work, learn, and are entertained, as new facilities and environments are created in which data plays a critical role.
Data Services
Data services form part of the whole landscape of data and analytics which, as noted previously, is changing every aspect of the way we live. Data services can be differentiated from traditional services by the fact that they are not traditional physical material-or energy-oriented services.
-Data services act as the core business rather than the auxiliary business of an economy. -Data-driven production and decision-making emerges as the core function in large organizations for complex decision-making and strategic planning, rather than adjunct facilities. -Data services are online, mobile ,and socially based, embedded in our activities and agenda. -Data business is global and 24/7, offered at any place at any time on demand or in a supply-driven mode. -The provision of data services does not require traditional production elements such as intensive workshops, factories, and office facilities. -Data-driven services offer real-time public service data management, highperformance processing, analytics, and decision-making. -Data-driven services support full lifecycle analysis, from descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics for the prediction, detection, and prevention of risk, to innovation and optimization. -Data-analytical services are intelligent or can enhance the intelligence of generous data and information services. -Data services enable cross-media, cross-source, and cross-organization innovation and practice. -Data services demonstrate significant savings and efficiency improvement through the delivery of actionable knowledge/insights.
Some typical data services delivered through analytics for both core business and new economy are listed next as examples: -Credit scoring: to establish the credit worthiness of a customer requesting a loan. -Fraud detection: to identify fraudulent transactions and suspicious behavior.
-Healthcare: to detect overservice, underservice, fraud, and events like epidemics; -Insurance: to detect fraudulent claims and assess risk.
-Manufacturing process analysis: to identify the causes of manufacturing problems and to optimize the processes. -Marketing and sales: to identify potential customers and establish the effectiveness of campaigns. -Portfolio trading: to optimize a portfolio of financial instruments by maximizing returns and minimizing risk. -Surveillance: to detect intrusion, objects, persons, and linkages from multisensor data and remote sensing.
-Understanding customer behaviors: to model churn, affinities, propensities, and next best actions on intervention behaviors. -Web analytics: to model user preferences from data to devise and provide personalized and targeted services.
A major challenge and increasing need in the data industry is to provide global or Internet-based data services for a collection of organizations, such as multinational companies and whole-of-government. Such services need to -define global data analytics objectives and benefits; -support good data governance, security, privacy, and accountability to enable smarter data use and sharing; -support data matching and sharing in the context of cross-organizational, crossplatform, cross-format, and cross-analytical goals; -prepare global and organization-specific local/departmental data; -foster global and local analytics capabilities, capacity, and competency; -enable sharing and collaboration in data and analytics skills, infrastructure, tools, techniques, and outcomes; -support crowdsourcing, collaborative and parallel analytic tasks, and analytic workflow management; -support analytic capability and package sharing; -support data and data software versioning management and control [Bhardwaj et al. 2015 ] at a global and collaborative level; and -support the visualization and dissemination of outcomes to targeted audiences and in personalized preferences.
Data-driven industry and service are forming new trends in data science for business; for instance: -Advanced analytics is no longer just for analysts [Ghodke 2015 ]; dummy analytics is becoming the default setting of management and operational systems. -Cloud data management, storage, and cloud-based analytics are gaining popularity [Ghodke 2015] and are replacing traditional management information systems, business support systems, and operational support systems. -Data science on scale from multiple sources of data is becoming feasible; Internetbased services are a strongly growing area of the new economy. -Analytics as a service is becoming feasible with appropriate social issue management, as analytics becomes a reality everywhere and is embedded in business, mobile, social, and online services. -Visual analytics is becoming a common language. -Data services can be mixed with virtual reality and presented in a way that combines physical and virtual worlds, resources, and intelligence. -Services on matched and mixed data are streamlined into a one-world process, with both local and global objectives addressed.
DATA EDUCATION: CAPABILITIES AND COMPETENCY
Data innovation and economy is dependent on the corresponding data and analytics capabilities and competencies and the ability to handle related social issues. These are weak areas, and there are significant gaps in the current body of knowledge, organizational maturity [Paulk et al. 1993; Crowston and Qin 2011] , education, and training. The requirement is to "think with data," "manage data," "compute with data," "mine on data," "communicate with data," "deliver with data," and "take action on data" [Cao 2016c ]. This section discusses these important matters.
More and more industry and government organizations recognize the value of data for decision-making and have set up general and specific data scientist roles to support data science and engineering, for example, Chief Data Officer, Chief Analytics Officer, data modelers and data miners, in addition to data engineers and business analysts.
Data Scientists in a Sexy Profession
The role of the data scientist was recognized 10 years ago, and it has become a sexy profession in the job market. The next-generation data scientists will be mostly welcomed in the increasingly important data economy and data-to-decision.
In 2004, Dr. Usama Fayyad was appointed as the Chief Data Officer of Yahoo, which opened the door to a new career possibility: the data science professional [Manieri et al. 2015; Harris et al. 2013] or more specifically, data scientist, for those people whose role very much centers on data. In 2015, the White House appointed the first U.S. Chief Data Scientist [Whitehouse 2015 ]. This role "will shape policies and practices to help the U.S. remain a leader in technology and innovation, foster partnerships to help responsibly maximize the nation's return on its investment in data, and help to recruit and retain the best minds in data science to join us in serving the public." [Whitehouse 2015] .
Today, the role of data scientist [Patil 2011 ] is regarded as "the sexiest job of the 21st century" [Davenport and Patil 2012] . It is reported that data scientists earn much higher salaries than those in other data-related jobs, with a median salary of US$120k for data scientists and US$160k for managers, according to the 2014 Burtchworks survey [Burtch 2014 ]. This is attributed to the fact that 88% of respondents in this survey have at least a Master's degree, while 46% also hold a Doctorate compared to only 20% of other Big Data professionals. In the 2015 O'Reilly survey [King and Magoulas 2015] , 23% were found to hold a doctorate, while another 44% had a Master's. The median annual base salary of this survey sample was US$91,000 globally, and among US respondents was US$104,000, compared to US$150k for "upper management" (higher than project and product managers).
What Does a Data Scientist Do
So, what are the roles and responsibilities of data scientists? Here we summarize the findings from several documents on government initiatives: -The US National Science Board defines data scientists as "the information and computer scientists, database and software engineers and programmers, disciplinary experts, curators and expert annotators, librarians, archivists, and others, who are crucial to the successful management of a digital data collection." [NSB 2005 ] -In a report from the US Committee on Science of the National Science and Technology Council, data scientists are defined as "Scientists who come from information or computer science backgrounds but learn a subject area and may become scientific data curators in disciplines and advance the art of data science. Focus on all parts of the data life cycle." [CSNSTC 2009 ] -The Joint Information Systems Committee defines data scientists as "people who work where the research is carried out, or, in the case of data centre personnel, in close collaboration with the creators of the data and may be involved in creative inquiry and analysis, enabling others to work with digital data, and developments in data base technology." [Swan and Brown 2008] In business, immense interest has been expressed by multinational vendors, social media and online communities, and information providers, such as IBM [2016b] , LinkedIn [2016] , Kdnuggets [2016] , Facebook [2016], and SIAM [2016] An increasing number of academic and research institutions are working on defining the certification and accreditation of next-generation data scientists. This is reflected in general and domain-specific data science curricula for Masters and PhD qualifications, such as a PhD in Analytics [UTS 2011 ] and a Master's degree in SCM predictive analytics [INFORMS 2014] .
Without the loss of generality, typical domain-free and problem-neutral responsibilities and requirements for jobs announced in social media channels (e.g., Google Groups, Facebook, and LinkedIn) and what we have experienced in the past 15 years in large governmental and business organizations can be summarized as follows:
-Learn the business problem domain, talk to business experts and decision-makers to understand the business objectives, requirements and preferences, issues and constraints facing an organization; understand the organizational maturity; identify, specify, and define the problems, boundaries, and environment, as well as the challenges; generate business understanding reports. -Identify and specify social and ethical issues such as privacy and security; develop ethical reasoning plans to address social and ethical issues. -Understand data characteristics and complexities; identify the problems and constraints of the data; develop a data understanding report; specify and scope analytical goals and milestones by developing respective project plans to set up an agenda and create governance and management plans. -Set up engineering and analytical processes corresponding to analytical goals for turning business and data into information, turning information into insight, and turning insight into business decision-making actions by developing technical plans for the discovery, upgrade, and deployment of relevant data intelligence. -Transform business problems into analytical tasks, and conduct advanced analytics by developing corresponding techniques, models, methods, algorithms, tools and systems, experimental design and evaluation of data science, generating better practices experience, performing descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics, conducting survey research, and supporting visualization and presentation. -Based on the understanding of data characteristics and complexities, extract, analyze, construct, mine, and select discriminative features, constantly optimize and innovate new variables for best possible problem representation and modeling; when necessary, conduct data quality enhancement [Hazena et al. 2014 ]. -Combine analytical, statistical, algorithmic, engineering, and technical skills to mine relevant data by involving contextual information; invent novel and effective models, and constantly improve modeling techniques to optimize and boost model performance and seek to achieve best practice. -Maintain, manage, and refine projects and milestones, and their processes, deliverables, evaluation, risk, and reporting to build active, lifecycle management. -Develop corresponding services, solutions, and products or modules to feed into a system package on top of user-specified programming languages, frameworks, and infrastructure, or open source tools and frameworks.
-Maintain the privacy, security, and veracity of data and deliverables.
-Engage in frequent client interaction during the whole lifecycle; tell clear and concise stories and draw simple conclusions from complex data or algorithms; provide clients with situational analyses and deep insights into areas requiring improvement; translate into business improving actions in the final deployment. -Write coherent reports and make presentations to specialists and nonspecialists; present executive summaries with precise and evidence-based recommendations and risk management strategies, especially for decision-makers and business owners.
What Makes a Good Data Scientist
To satisfy the preceding position requirements, data scientist candidates need to have certain qualifications in addition to the analytic skills that are the foundation of this role. These qualifications and abilities include the following:
-Thinking, mindset, and ability to think analytically, creatively, critically, and inquisitively. -Methodologies and knowledge of complex systems and approaches for conducting both top-down and bottom-up problem-solving. -Master's or PhD degree in computer science, statistics, mathematics, analytics, data science, informatics, engineering, physics, operations research, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, visualization, information retrieval, or related fields. -A deep understanding of common statistics, data mining, and machine learning methodologies and models. -Ability to implement, maintain, and troubleshoot big data infrastructure, such as cloud computing, high-performance computing infrastructure, distributed processing paradigms, stream processing, and databases. -Knowledge of human-computer interactions, visualization, and knowledge representation and management; -Background in software engineering (including systems design and analysis), quality assurance. -Experience working with large datasets, and mixed data types and sources in a networked and distributed environment. -Experience in data extraction and processing, feature understanding and relation analysis. -Active interest and knowledge in multidisciplinary and trans-disciplinary studies and methods in scientific, technical, and social and life sciences. -Substantial experience with state-of-the-art analytics-oriented scripting, data structures, programming languages, and development platforms in a Linux, cloud, or distributed environment. -Theoretical background and domain knowledge for the evaluation of the technical and business merits of analytic findings. -Excellent written and verbal communication [Matsudaira 2015 ] and organizational skills, ability to write and edit analytical materials and reports for different audiences, and capacity to transform analytical concepts and outcomes into businessfriendly interpretations; ability to communicate actionable insights to nontechnical audiences, and experience in data-driven decision making.
While there is significant role overlap between data scientists and Business Intelligence (BI) professionals [SAS 2013] , different research works show that data science professionals are generally much more data and technology-savvy rather than business-oriented, with most holding a Master's or PhD degree in statistics or computer science.
An EMC data science community survey [EMC 2011] shows that (1) data scientists can open up new possibilities; (2) compared to 37% of BI professionals trained in business, 24% of data science professionals are in computer science, 17% are in engineering, and 11% are in hard science; (3) compared to BI toolkits, data science toolkits are more technically sophisticated and more diversified; (4) the number of data scientists undertaking data experiments is almost double that of BI professionals; (5) data science professionals more frequently interact with diverse technical and business roles in an organization (such as data scientists, strategic planners, statisticians, marketing staff, sales people, graphic designers, business management and IT administration, programmers, and HR personnel) than BI professionals; (6) compared to working on normal data, big data manipulators tend to tackle more sophisticated data complexities; and (7) data science professionals spend almost double the time they spend on normal data on big data manipulation (e.g., data parsing, organization, mining, algorithms, visualization, story-telling, dynamics, and decisions).
As a data-centric expert, a good data scientist is also expected to know the underlying domain well. Without an in-depth understanding of the domain, the actionability of the data deliverables and products by data scientists may be low. However, a data scientist is no substitute for domain experts in complex data science problem-solving [Cao 2016b ]. Similar to any other disciplinary specialists, data scientists work more effectively by collaborating with domain-specific specialists and subject matter experts to achieve broader impact. This is similar to the requirements of domain-driven, actionable knowledge discovery ].
Tools for Data Scientists
In the previous sections, the respective responsibilities and qualifications of data scientists have been discussed. In Section 5, relevant research challenges and issues have been listed. To support the data services listed in Section 6.2, the corresponding roles and qualifications discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 are necessary.
In this section, we discuss tools that may be used by data scientists to address the preceding aspects. Tools are categorized in terms of cloud infrastructure, data and application integration, data preparation and processing, analytics, visualization, programming, master data management, high-performance processing, business intelligence reporting, and project management. A data scientist may use one or more of these tools on demand for data science problem-solving. 
THE FUTURE OF DATA SCIENCE
There is continuing debate about how data science will evolve in the next 50 years and what it will ultimately look like. With the joint efforts to be made by the entire scientific community, data science will build its systematic scientific foundations, disciplinary structure, theoretical systems, technological families, and engineering tool sets as an independent science. The last 50 years since the proposal of the concept "data science" has contributed to the progressive and now widespread acceptance of the need for a new science and its initial conceptualization through its transition and transformation from statistics to the merger with existing disciplines and fields. The next 50 years of data science will extend beyond statistics to identify, discover, explore, and define specific foundational scientific problems and grand challenges. It will build a systematic family of scientific methodologies and methods and self-contained disciplinary systems and curricula that are not merely a relabeled "salad" created by mixing existing disciplinary components.
Based on the understanding of the intrinsic challenges and nature of data science [Cao 2016b [Cao , 2016c , the development of data science may seek to: -Design and develop data brain that can autonomously mimic human brain working mechanisms to recognize, understand, analyze, and learn data and environment, infer and reason about knowledge and insight, and correspondingly decide actions. -Deepen our understanding of data invisibility (i.e., invisible data characteristics, complexities, intelligence, and value) , in particular, to understand their X-complexities and X-intelligence (see Cao and Fayyad [Cao 2016b]) . The exploration of what we do not know about what we do not know will strengthen our understanding of the capabilities, limitations, and future directions of data science. -Broaden conceptual, theoretical, and technological systems for data science by enabling cross-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary research, innovation, and education. This will address existing issues such as the variations in statistics hypotheses and will discover and propose problems that are currently invisible to broad science or specific fields. -Invent new data representation capabilities, including designs, structures, schemas and algorithms to make invisible data complexities and unknown characteristics in complex data more visible and explicit, and more easily understood or explored. -Design new storage, access, and management mechanisms, including memory, disk, and cloud-based mechanisms, to enable the acquisition, storage, access, sampling, and management of richer characteristics and properties in the physical world that have been simplified and filtered by existing systems, and to support scalable, transparent, flexible, interpretable, and personalized data manipulation and analytics in real time. -Create new analytical and learning capabilities, including original mathematical, statistical, and analytical theories, algorithms, and models, to disclose the unknown knowledge in unknown space. -Build new intelligent systems and services, including corporate and Internet-based collaborative platforms and services, to support the automated, or human-datacooperative, collaborative, and collective exploration of invisible and unknown challenges in unknown space. -Train the next-generation data scientists and data professionals who are qualified for data science problem-solving, with data literacy, thinking, competency, consciousness, curiosity, communication, and cognitive intelligence, to work on the preceding data science agenda. -Assure cross-domain and trans-disciplinary cooperation, collaborations, and alliance in complex data science problem-solving. This requires the education of competent data scientists who are multidisciplinary experts, as well as collaboration between data scientists and domain-specific experts. -Discover and invent data power as yet unknown to current understanding and imagination, such as new data economy, mobile applications, social applications, and data-driven business.
CONCLUSIONS
Data science, big data, and advanced analytics have been increasingly recognized as major driving forces for next-generation innovation, economy, and education. Although they are at an early stage of development, strategic discussions about the big picture, trends, major challenges, future directions, and prospects are critical for the healthy development of the field and the community. The purpose of this article has been to share an overview of the conceptualization, development, observations, and thinking about the age of data science initiatives, research, innovation, industrialization, profession, competency, and education. We are witnessing a highly evolving data world that seamlessly connects to our daily life, work, learning, economy, and entertainment. New efforts are increasingly being made by government, industry, academia, and even private institutions on ways to convert data for decision-making, and promote the research and development of data science and analytics. The next generation of data science, encompassing a broad range of disciplines, science, and economy, relies heavily on the strategic planning and visionary actions that will be undertaken in prioritized data research areas and start-ups. Without any doubt, today's questions such as "why do we need data science" will be
